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China doll?
OK, so China is slowing down, that’s a given. And yes, that means our resources sector will be
impacted as the mining boom continues to peter out. But is it possible there might be some value
hidden in there as well? If BHP goes much lower, then I, as a long-term investor, might be tempted.
Speaking of the long-term investor, in the next instalment of our megatrends series, Tony
Featherstone takes a look at the Internet of Things (IoT). This is truly going to be life changing and
investors need to pay attention.
Also in the Switzer Super Report today, Paul Rickard reviews the best SMSF loans on offer, and
James Dunn previews the upcoming earnings season. A couple of our Super Stock Selectors also like
BHP and in Buy, Sell, Hold – What the brokers say, CBA and Westpac get upgrades after APRA’s
announcement on mortgage risk wasn’t as bad as expected.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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How to buy into the staggering potential of the
‘Internet of Things’
by Tony Featherstone
Key points
McKinsey predicts the IoT offers a potential
economic impact of US$4 trillion to US$11
trillion a year by 2025.
Investors should focus on industrial users in
the initial stage of the trend, identify
companies that supply the tools, and look
offshore. It’s hard to find many direct winners
from this trend on the ASX.
Microsoft and Apple are the obvious choices
and closer to home, think NextDC and
Bulletproof Group.
Megatrends broadly fall into two categories: those
with precedents in other markets, and those that are
so new and disruptive that it is impossible to predict
how they will unfold.

attention over the past five years … Our central finding
is that the hype may actually understate the full
potential.”
McKinsey predicts the IoT offers a potential economic
impact of US$4 trillion to US$11 trillion a year by
2025. Put another way, the range of outcomes is so
great that McKinsey sees a US$7 trillion difference
between its low and high estimates for the IoT. That
suggests enormous volatility in companies that
position for this trend, as the market grapples with
how much it could boost earnings for providers, or lift
productivity for users.
Using McKinsey’s upper estimate, the economic
impact of the IoT would be worth 11% of the global
economy within a decade. How many other trends
can claim to affect about one in every 10 dollars
spent in the global economy?

The ageing population, the middle-class Asian
consumption boom and urbanisation are in the first
category. Each is vast in scale and certain to surprise
markets one way or another. But Japan’s experience
with an ageing population, the development of
middle-class consumers in western markets, and
China’s urbanisation provide clues for investors on
what to expect.

The potential is staggering. Factories will increasingly
connect devices to better maintain operations and
predict maintenance. Fewer staff and higher
productivity will result. Cities will use connected
devices for public safety, traffic and resource
management to reduce traffic congestion and
pollution, and operate more efficiently.

The so-called “Internet of Things” (IoT) is firmly in
the second category. The digitisation of machines,
vehicles and other physical goods – where devices
talk to each other via the internet – is possibly the
most powerful investment megatrend of them all. And
the hardest to predict.

Office towers are already using connected devices,
via cloud computing, to reduce energy costs and
improve security and maintenance through
centralised, remote management. Connected devices
will do the same in homes and even automate some
chores.

The fact will be better than science fiction

Health is another obvious winner from the IoT.
Wearable technology, such as smart watches and
fitness trackers, will help prevent or manage illness
by providing real-time data to medical professionals,
who use software to monitor it. Medical data
professionals and personal data trainers (who help

Normally conservative global consultant McKinsey &
Co said in a recent report: “The Internet of Things –
sensors and actuators connected by networks to
computing systems – has received enormous
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you work out and monitor your fitness data) will be
boom jobs.
In turn, connected devices, through remote
monitoring, will help more of the elderly stay in the
home longer, before they move to an aged-care
facility.

As K2 notes, the Internet, cloud computing and
Moore’s Law (where the power of computing
hardware roughly doubles every two years, or halves
in cost) is driving the proliferation of low-cost
connected devices that provide real-time updates to
consumers and business.
Profiting from this trend

In transport, driverless cars will, within a decade or
two, connect to traffic lights, parking sensors, and
other road technology. The potential – fewer cars on
the road, sharply reduced traffic congestion, far fewer
accidents and more precise vehicle maintenance.
And more time for people who have long commutes
each day and can let a computer take the wheel.
This trend will also create business models and many
winners. Data will become the most valuable
commodity as the world is awash in real-time
information. Companies that do the best job
capturing, analysing and acting on data will be the
new stars.
Conversely, the IoT could kill long-established
industries – what will happen to panel-beaters and
insurance companies when there are fewer road
accidents, or aged-care facilities when technology
helps people stay in their home much longer?
The big unknown is the speed of this trend. Ten
million hardware devices in 1980 grew to 100 million
in 1990 as more people bought a personal computer,
and a billion devices in 2000 as the Internet took off.
By 2010, there were an estimated 10 billion hardware
devices as mobile devices proliferated. As the IoT
takes hold by 2020, there could be 50 billion
hardware devices across personal and industrial
applications, according to Cisco.
Fund manager K2 Asset Management said this year:
“What started with one mainframe computer in 1960
has grown to one connected device per person with
personal computers, to two with mobile telephones, to
three with iPads and laptops and is rapidly on its way
to 10-12 connected devices per person with the onset
of connected cars, homes, TVs and other appliances.
Do the maths on 7 billion people and from a
connected-device standpoint, 2015 is the year we
enter the second half of the chessboard where the
numbers start to get really, really big.”
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Emerging investment megatrends so vast in scale,
and so unpredictable, require a different approach to
more linear established trends, such as the ageing
population.
My approach to the IoT is threefold. First, focus on
industrial users in the initial stage of the trend
because companies are typically earlier adopters of
new technology. Factories will receive the biggest
potential effect from the IoT – up to $3.7 trillion a year
on McKinsey’s estimates by 2025, followed by cities
at US$1.7 billion.
Health and retail are the next biggest winners at
$US1.6 billion and US$1.2 billion. Then it trails away
to self-driving vehicles, homes, offices and so on. The
most hyped areas – autonomous cars,
internet-connected home and devices – while
significant, will enjoy relatively lower economic
benefits from the IoT than industry, at least at the
start, predicts McKinsey.
The second approach is identifying companies that
supply the tools. The investment maxim – own
companies that sell the picks and shovels in a boom
– will hold true for the IoT in the early part of the
trend. In this case, the tools are semi-conductor
manufacturers that provide computer chips for
connected devices, and technology service providers
that help companies move to and stay in cloud
computing to capture and manage data, and integrate
social media.
Device manufacturers, too, have great potential. At
some stage, we’ll have to upgrade fridges, washing
machines, TVs, cars and myriad other devices, so
they connect via the Internet. But that “tipping point”
is still many years away and finding winners now is
hard work.
The third part of the strategy is to look offshore. It’s
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hard to find many direct winners from this trend on
the ASX. Plenty of large Australian companies across
industries will benefit from the IoT, but the absence of
large technology companies on the ASX means
investors must look to overseas markets for purer
exposure to the trend.
Stocks to watch
US semi-conductor stocks are an interesting idea.
Granted, several of these stocks soared last year as
investors positioned for the IoT. Also, semi-conductor
companies face continued falls in profit margins as
chip prices fall.
Volume, not margin, is the big driver for
semi-conductor makers. Computer-chip demand will
grow exponentially as consumers move from three to
four connected devices to 10 to12 in the coming
decade, and companies connect thousands of
devices across their operations.
Moreover, the market might be valuing
semi-conductor stocks as a cyclical play on an
improving global economy and overlooking the
permanent, structural change underway in the
semi-conductor market as more devices are
connected.
US giant Intel Corporation and smaller
Nasdaq-listed semi-conductor makers Skyworks
Solutions and Avago Technologies have
interesting prospects, and were hammered last week
after disappointing sales news from tech companies.
Microsoft Corporation has outstanding potential in
its cloud-computing services and Apple Inc
Corporation is the clear standout among device
makers. At US$125, Apple’s stock price trades on
less than 10 times trailing earnings, after adjusting for
its large cash balance, according to share-valuation
service Skaffold.

such facilities and difficulty in securing prime city
locations (data centres need access to a lot of water,
for cooling).
NextDC spin-off Asia Pacific Data Centre Group
(APDC), a listed property trust, is a lower-risk way to
play the cloud-computing trend. At $1.26, it trades
above its latest stated net tangible asset of $1.11 a
unit. But APDC should benefit as NextDC signs up
more customers, thus reducing its underlying tenant
risk, and as demand for hosting facilities keeps rising
this decade.
Bulletproof Group, a backdoor listing from 2014,
also has interesting prospects. It is well positioned in
the Australian market, as more companies need help
to move to the cloud and store data from connected
devices.
Unlike many emerging technology service providers,
Bulletproof is profitable – underlying earnings in
2014-15 of about $4 million and revenue of more than
$28 million for 2014-15 is expected – and the
$32-million valuation is not excessive. As a micro-cap
stock, Bulletproof suits experienced investors who are
comfortable with higher risk.
– Tony Featherstone is a former managing editor of
BRW and Shares magazines. All prices and analysis
at July 26, 2015.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Among Australian stocks, NextDC stands out as
demand for cloud-computing and data-centre facilities
rises. NextDC is cementing a first-mover advantage
as an independent data-centre operator with
state-of-the-art facilities in Sydney, Melbourne,
Brisbane, Perth and Canberra. It enjoys stronger
barrier to entry than widely realised, given the cost of
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China – stock shocker or BHP booster?
by Peter Switzer
The biggest threat to our stock prices going higher
this year won’t be Tony Abbott’s policies but it will
be government policies that could easily make or
break our portfolios — Chinese Government policies!
Regrettably, the investment bank Credit Suisse last
week peeled back its near-term forecast for our stock
market’s S&P/ASX 200 index from 6500 to 6000.
This was disappointing but still tells us that, if the
experts paid to put out these notes think our market
goes from the 5550-level that it is now to 6000, then
we can make around 8% plus dividends. So we’re in
for over 10% for sticking to stocks.

and 3.8% over this year and next. So, there is
progress if they’re right, even with China growing
under 7%.
I watch China’s growth rate because it consumes
47% of the world’s base metals (in 2000 it was only
13%), and so the 44% slide in metal prices in recent
years is linked to China’s slower growth.
Okay, all this make sense, but we knew this stuff and
still the Chinese stock market grew by 150% in a
year, before a 30% slide. This spooked the
government into putting in trading halts and to be
frank, they have worked, so far.

China doll
Sure, Greece was a worry but few experts thought it
would cripple European growth that is gradually
getting better. No, the big worry is China and it not
only is making some economists mark down their
global growth forecasts, but hot shot hedge fund
managers, such as Ray Dalio of Bridgewater
Associates in the US, have started to publicly doubt
an economy and an investment play he strongly
supported.
Of course, Ray could be trying to influence the market
to make money but let’s assume he’s making
honest observations. So how do we play the potential
China shock to our stocks?

China believers think the government will ramp up
more stimulation of the economy and so do I. The
mob at Credit Suisse has to believe this too so it gets
down to your punt on China. Ray Dalio is now a
doubter but two weeks ago Platinum’s Kerr Nielson
was still backing China to make a later year
comeback. I will be following up with Kerr.
Against this, Bloomberg’s metals expert, Kenneth
Hoffman, who recently came back from China,
argued that its demand for metals is diving and rail
freight information is not positive. But this could
change, if the Chinese authorities change their game
and I expect they will.
Production practices

The latest reading on Chinese growth was 7% and
this was the slowest in six years, when the GFC was
then in full swing. Some skeptics even doubt the
number, but they always query Chinese stats when
they’re better than expected but never when they’re
worse than expected.
The IMF says China will grow by 6.8% this year and
6.3% next year. But world growth won’t be hurt
badly, with the IMF saying world growth will be 3.5%
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Oil and iron ore prices have slumped but it’s not all
China. China’s slowing growth has been important
but so has oversupply of both commodities — blame
OPEC, BHP, Rio and Vale — at a time when world
demand is on the weaker than wanted side. We are in
the rough patch now, but as world demand picks up,
and maybe OPEC and the big iron ore miners change
their supply game plans, we could see higher
commodity prices.
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I have told you before that Morgan’s chief economist,
Michael Knox, thinks the oil price will beat $US100 a
barrel within two years, and this has to be a bet on
world demand spearheaded not only by China but the
US, Japan and don’t forget the faster growing India.
Also throw in a better Europe as well.
How might a price spike happen? Well, taking oil for
example, because the oil price is so low, many oil
producers are not increasing capacity so when
demand does rise, they won’t be able to easily
respond and prices will rise. These commodity
markets are always a demand and supply issue.
All this infers that the turnaround in commodity prices
and China’s growth could be slower than we might
like but it implies that a longer term investor could be
staring at a buying opportunity when it comes to
commodity stocks. The buying time is probably not
now but there will be a time in the not-too-distant
future when you will kick yourself for not scooping
some of these well known stocks at these low prices.

concerns?
I’d only be buying BHP and Rio at these low levels, if
you are happy to wait for stronger global growth and
that’s when oil and iron ore stocks will pay back your
patience. Right now, I’m searching for stocks below
the top 30 that pay nice dividends. We’re in the
period where industrial stocks that benefit from a
lower dollar, or faster local growth, will do well and so
all of us here at the Switzer Super Report will remain
on the hunt for those sorts of stocks.
That said, if BHP goes much lower I could be
tempted, as I am a long-term investor.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

It’s why I watch global growth forecasts and when
they start ratcheting up, the share prices of the likes
of BHP and Rio will respond.
So, is my guarded optimism shared by others? On
July 21, Focus Economics, which surveys a panel of
top economists, had this to say about China:
“The main downside risk to the economy in the
short-term is the sharp correction in the stock
markets, which could translate into financial turmoil
and dampen growth. That said, this year’s bold
monetary policy easing, fiscal stimulus and a sizeable
current account surplus promise to fuel growth.
Although the economy is foreseen slowing gradually
in the coming years, it will continue to be strong by
global standards. Panellists maintained their GDP
projections for 2015 at the previous month’s 6.9%.
Next year, the panel foresees growth at 6.7%.”
On top of that, industrial production and retail sales
spiked nicely in June, so it’s not all bad news on the
China front.
The game plan
So how do you play stocks given the China
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The best loans for buying property through your
SMSF
by Paul Rickard
Key points
Despite regulatory overhangs, the super loan
market is active and good deals can still be
had for SMSFs looking to borrow to buy
property.
In addition to application and monthly fees,
SMSF borrowers will be up for bank legal
fees, which range from $880 to $1,925,
however they can go much higher.
If you’re looking for a variable rate loan and
want to borrow less than $500,000, with an
LVR under 70% and don’t need access to an
offset account, it is hard to go past State
Custodians. But other providers have good
deals too depending on your needs, such as
BOQ with its fixed rate offer.
If you’re thinking about investing in property through
your SMSF, and borrowing money to do so, you may
want to take action quickly. Last December, David
Murray’s Financial Systems Inquiry recommended
that borrowing by super funds be banned. Treasurer
Hockey has said that the government would respond
to this and other recommendations around this time
(July).
There is considerable uncertainty as to how the
government will respond. While it is generally
accepted that if any ban is implemented, it will be
applied prospectively rather than retrospectively,
outlawing limited recourse borrowing arrangements
(LBRAs) isn’t as straightforward as it seems. This is
because any prohibition would also affect products
like instalment warrants on shares, and impact small
business owners taking advantage of the exemption
that allows their SMSF to own their business
premises. Further, the government has pledged that
within this current term of parliament, it will not make
any “unexpected detrimental change to super” –
some might consider this to constitute a detrimental
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change.
The Australian Prudential Regulatory Authority’s
(APRA) pressure on the banks to reign in residential
investment lending is also impacting the super loan
market, with some banks cutting LVRs (loan to
valuation ratios), while others, such as the NAB,
withdrawing from the residential market and now only
lending for the acquisition of commercial or rural
property.
Despite these regulatory overhangs, the super loan
market is active. Here is our review of the best loans
on offer.
Super loans – features and the fine print
First, let’s start with the features and fine print,
because these loans are much more complex than
the standard residential or investor home loan.
How much can I borrow? Known as the
‘LVR’ or lending valuation ratio, you can
typically borrow up to 80% for residential
property if your fund has a corporate trustee,
and 72% if your fund has individuals as
trustees.
Eligibility – some banks require all the
members to be in the accumulation phase,
others look for the SMSF to have a minimum
net asset position (excluding the proposed
property). You should check any eligibility
requirements.
Servicing – can your SMSF service the
interest on the loan? Most banks count 80%
of the net rental income from the property and
any concessional contributions (up to
$30,000). More enlightened banks consider
dividend and other investment income in the
fund.
Interest rates. Most banks use the ‘standard
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home loan rate’ for loans secured by
residential property – some use business
rates. Check carefully.
Mortgage lenders insurance (LMI). Typically
not required, although some of the non-bank
lenders require LMI if the LVR is 70% or
more.
Offset account. A couple of banks offer an
‘offset account’ for residential property loans
– this can be particularly cost effective for an
SMSF that holds cash for liquidity or other
purposes.
Application fees. Competition is bringing these
down – for residential loans, these range from
$275 to $1,500.
Loan servicing fees. Typically, around $10 per
month. Some banks charge no fees, other are
up to $12 per month. Offset account
administration and/or split fees may also be
charged.
Bank legal fees – costs charged by the bank
to review your SMSF trust deed and
(potentially) your property custodian deed.
These range from $880 to $1,925, however
they can go much higher. Some banks
provide a “panel of solicitors” and/or offer a
template of the custodian deed, which tends
to drive these costs down.
Independent financial advice? Most banks
(not all) require the trustees to obtain advice
from a qualified financial adviser to confirm
that the loan is within the fund’s objectives
and that the trustees understand the risks. If
you haven’t got an adviser, this means an
extra upfront cost.
Personal guarantees. Most banks will require
the trustees (as individuals or company
directors) to provide personal guarantees. If
providing a guarantee, you may need to get
independent legal advice.
The Banks
The table below show the key attributes of super
loans secured by residential property from the major
lenders – AMP, BOQ, CBA, State Custodians, St
George and Westpac. Other lenders include Bendigo,
Liberty Financial, Macquarie and Suncorp. Different
conditions apply for loans for commercial property, in
particular LVRs, interest rates and legal fees.
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Click here for a larger image
*Legal fees quoted are for a typical loan. Additional
complexity may mean higher fees.
And the winner is?
If you’re looking for a variable rate loan and want to
borrow less than $500,000, with an LVR under 70%
and don’t need access to an offset account, it is hard
to go past State Custodians. Lowest interest rate, no
monthly fee, low application (valuation) fee and legal
fees.
As most super funds typically hold cash balances and
receive regular income flows (rent, dividends etc.), an
offset account can be a really important feature with a
loan product. St George and AMP are the two banks
that offer this feature on super loans – which is one of
the reasons that St George is the market leader. St
George has reduced its maximum LVRs back to 70%,
and with AMP waiving application fees and not
charging a monthly admin fee, the nod goes to AMP.
However, if you are looking at fixing your interest rate,
Bank of Queensland shoots the lights out in terms of
rates. BOQ is currently offering these fixed rates:
1-year 4.65%; 3-years 4.29%; and 5-years 4.59%.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Super Stock Selectors – BHP for the thrill seekers
by Penny Pryor
We have an interesting trend in our Super Stock
Selectors list of likes this week – BHP has got at least
two mentions and that’s after Peter mentions it in his
article today too.

sales numbers and vehicles becoming cheaper and
brands compete for market share,” Elio says.

Like Switzer Super Report expert Paul Rickard, Peter
suggests that it’s one for the thrill seekers. Volatility
in commodity prices will mean some more falls in the
short term but Paul points out it’s now yielding over
6.5% pa, fully franked.
“There is more short term pain to come – however for
a medium to long term play, it is getting into buy
territory,” he says.
Chief market specialist at CMC Markets Michael
McCarthy also likes BHP and believes it is cheap at
these prices.
“The commodity cycle wheels on, and it is now four
years since the peak in commodity prices. BHP’s
upcoming earnings report will be a shadow of last
year’s according to consensus. For me, this is all in
the price, and buying close to $25 is a long-term
investment opportunity,” he says.
One of the few bright lights in the economy lately has
been ongoing growth in vehicle sales – particular
SUVs – and one company that will benefit from this
trend is Elio D’Amato’s preferred company this week
– AP Eagers.
AP Eagers operates motor vehicle dealerships in
Australia. It covers the sale of new and used vehicles,
service, parts and finance. AP Eagers is expecting a
record strong revenue and profit number in the
coming reporting period.
“We believe that APE will benefit from a number of
factors including support from the federal budgets
small business tax write offs, strong new vehicle
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The rout in commodities obviously is not good for all
companies and Fortescue Metals is Raymond
Chan’s ‘disliked’ company this week. And IG
Markets Evan Lucas doesn’t like copper producers. I
am concerned for copper producers
“China data currently is showing sustained signs of
slowing and the effect on copper is becoming
abundantly clear,” he says.
And for the chartist’s view Gary Stone says G8
Education tested its resistance zone last week
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between $3.30 and $3.45.
“There is a high probability that GEM will now head
towards its next support zone around the $2.80
level,” he says.
Our Super Stock Selectors is a survey of prominent
analysts, brokers and fund managers. Each week we
ask them to name a stock they like, and one they
don’t like. We purposely ask for ‘likes’ and
‘dislikes’ instead of recommendations, so it provides
an idea of what the market is looking at, rather than
firm buys or sells.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
Banks and infrastructure stocks featured prominently
on the positive side, though CommBank and Westpac
only received upgrades to Neutral. Most upgrades in
recent weeks have lifted ratings to Buy which has
now resulted in Buy ratings outweighing Neutral
ratings for the eight stockbrokers monitored by
FNArena. This has not been seen for a long while.
All in all, resources stocks continue to dominate the
overall picture with, unsurprisingly; Silver Lake
Resources and Regis Resources claiming top spots
for adjustments to price targets while Grange
Resources and OZ Minerals top the tables for
changes to profit estimates. Industrials stocks
featuring include Sonic Healthcare (profit warning),
Energy Developments (takeover), a2 Milk (also under
corporate interest) and Boral who surprised with a
better than expected FY15 guidance.
In the good books
Commonwealth Bank (CBA) was upgraded to
Neutral from Sell by Citi. Buy/Hold/Sell: 1/6/1
APRA’s recent announcements on additional
regulatory capital requirements have proven less
onerous than expected. Accordingly, Citi believes
there is little in terms of near-term catalysts for short
sellers to benefit from an Australian bank trade.

Computershare (CPU) was upgraded to
Outperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse.
Buy/Hold/Sell: 2/5/1 Credit Suisse expects FY16
guidance will be broadly flat, which implies 4.0%
organic growth in local currency terms. Credit Suisse
downgrades FY16 and FY17 forecasts by 4.0%. The
broker believes such guidance would be a positive
catalyst and upgrades to Outperform from Neutral.
Dexus Property (DXS) was upgraded to
Outperform from Neutral. Buy/Hold/Sell: 2/1/4
Given a marginally better operating environment in
office, as incentives are easing albeit still elevated,
Macquarie upgrades. The broker expects office
demand is starting to make a come back and this has
been helped by better net absorption over the first
half. Target is $7.85.
Evolution Mining (EVN) upgraded to Buy from
Hold by Deutsche Bank. Buy/Hold/Sell: 4/0/1 June
quarter production was 8.0% ahead of the broker’s
estimates while cash costs were 10% below. The
company will release FY16 forecasts in August once
the Cowal and Mungari transactions have closed. The
broker considers the company is in a good position to
weather the gold price volatility.
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Fortescue Metals (FMG) was upgraded to Neutral
from Sell by UBS and to Outperform from
Underperform by Credit Suisse. Buy/Hold/Sell:
1/4/3 The company had a strong finish to FY15, with
shipments up 5.0% quarter on quarter. Guidance for
FY16 was maintained. The share price has declined
with the iron ore price over the past two months and
while the market may still question the sustainability
of the company’s cost base, UBS considers the
strategy appropriate.

strength, believes the stock is already ahead of fair
value.

Newcrest Mining (NCM) was upgraded to Buy
from Neutral by Citi. Buy/Hold/Sell: 1/2/5 Citi
analysts point at the balance sheet de-leveraging and
the fact that helped by the weakening AUD, Newcrest
is becoming one of the lowest cost, large scale gold
producers in the world. Citi analysts believe the all-in
production costs can be pulled below US$600/oz.
Regis Resources (RRL) was upgraded to
Overweight from Neutral by JP Morgan.
Buy/Hold/Sell: 6/2/0 Regis Resources delivered a
June quarter production report in-line with
expectations and its FY16 guidance fell short of the
stockbroker’s projections, but the major surprise
came in the form of capital management initiatives.
The analysts still think the operational side of the
business continues to harbour more downside risks,
but capital management is suggesting a more stable
outlook, overriding ongoing concerns.
Westpac Banking (WBC) was upgraded to Neutral
from Sell by Citi. Buy/Hold/Sell: 3/4/1 APRA’s
recent announcements on additional regulatory
capital requirements have proven less onerous than
expected. Accordingly, Citi believes there is little in
terms of near-term catalysts for short seller to benefit
from an Australian bank trade. So, like CBA,
Westpac’s rating is upgraded.
In the not-so-good books
Air New Zealand (AIZ) was downgraded to
Underperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse.
Buy/Hold/Sell: 3/0/1 Passenger data suggests
stronger volumes in the second half while short-haul
benefited from a 6.0% lift in domestic and trans
Tasman revenue, improved load factors and yield.
Credit Suisse revises forecasts to take the data into
account but, on the back of recent share price
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BC Iron (BCI) was downgraded to Sell from
Neutral by UBS. Buy/Hold/Sell: 0/2/1 June quarter
sales and realised prices disappointed the broker,
missing estimates because of the deferral of a
shipment to the following quarter. Costs were higher
by the cross over of a mining contractor in the
quarter, which resulted in higher operating costs. The
broker downgrades to Sell from Neutral to reflect
heightened risk from a persistently low iron ore price.
Coca-Cola Amatil (CCL) was downgraded to
Underperform from Neutral by Macquarie.
Buy/Hold/Sell: 3/3/1 Ahead of next month’s interim
result, the broker sees both volume and price
headwinds in Coke’s key categories. The company is
improving efficiency and investing in marketing and
new products but the broker expects the headwinds
to outweigh over the next 12 months.
Sydney Airport (SYD) was downgraded to Neutral
from Overweight by JP Morgan. Buy/Hold/Sell:
3/4/0 Data digging by JP Morgan analysts has led to
the observation that adjusting for one-off events such
as the Cricket World Cup, underlying traffic growth for
Sydney Airport is now 1.8% YTD, below the long term
trend of 2.7%. This, combined with recent share price
appreciation has triggered a downgrade to Neutral
from Overweight.
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FNArena tabulates the views of eight major Australian
and international stock brokers: BA-Merrill Lynch,
CIMB, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, JP
Morgan, Macquarie and UBS.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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What companies will surprise this earnings season?
by James Dunn
Key points
UBS expects flat earnings growth across the
market, at 0.8% on consensus estimates, but
that figure is 9% if the resources stocks are
stripped out.
On a median basis (eliminating
market-capitalisation impacts) UBS expects
the “typical” stock to post earnings growth of
6.5% in FY15.
Potential positive surprise candidates are
engineering and infrastructure group Downer,
casino operator Echo Entertainment, retailer
Harvey Norman, building materials company
James Hardie real estate business Mirvac
Group and Qantas.
It’s that time of year again on the stock market: the
FY15 earnings season is about to kick off, in which
companies report their profit results for the year
ended June 30 (or the half-year, in the case of those
companies that use the calendar year as their
financial year.)

According to Shane Oliver, head of investment
strategy and chief economist at AMP Capital, average
earnings growth for FY14 came in at about 12%
across the S&P/ASX 200, with resources stocks
showing strong profit growth of 25% (after a 19%
profit slump in FY13), bank stocks generating 9%
profit growth and the industrial stocks managing 4%
growth, with cost-cutting making up for weak revenue
growth.
54% of companies beat market expectations, which
was the best result for nine years. 68% of companies
lifted profits from the previous year (compared to a
‘norm’ of 66%), while 65% of companies boosted
their dividends. Dividends grew by 7%, after 11%
growth in FY13.
Earlier this year, the December 2014 half-year result
figures were again better than had been feared, says
Oliver. 55% of December half profit results beat
expectations against a norm of 45%, 66% saw profits
rise from a year ago, 52% saw their share price
outperform the day results were released, and 62%
increased dividends.

It is not a full reporting slate, because three of the big
four banks (Westpac, ANZ and NAB) do not rule off
their books until September 30, but the August profit
reporting season shows how the bulk of the market is
travelling in terms of revenue, costs and profit – and
also reveals how optimistic (or pessimistic) the
companies are about the year ahead, in their outlook
statements.

At the time, Oliver projected solid profit growth for the
banks in FY15, of about 8%, and a better
performance from the industrials, at about 10% profit
growth. But he expected a slump of about 25% in
resources profits on the back of lower commodity
prices. Overall, he expected sluggish revenue growth,
at about 2%.

A recap

Resources are a drag

Last year, amid nervousness associated with the
falling iron ore price and the jolt to consumer
confidence associated with the May 2014 Budget, the
full-year FY14 reporting season delivered solid
earnings results, without being spectacular.

Investment bank UBS agrees that the resources
stocks will drag down market earnings growth this
full-year season, despite an improved performance
from the industrials, which will benefit from the
weaker A$. UBS expects flat earnings growth across
the market, at 0.8% on consensus estimates, but that
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figure is 9% if the resources stocks are stripped out.
Excluding resources and financials, industrials’ profit
growth is expected to grow by 13%, boosted by the
fall in the A$.
In good news for yield-oriented investors, FY15
dividend growth (excluding resources) is expected to
be about 7%, slightly below earnings growth. The
expected FY16 dividend yield for the market stands at
4.7%.
In the “confession season” lead-up to full-year
reporting season – when companies situations are
turning for the worse prepare the market for bad news
by lowering their earnings “guidance” – UBS says
downgrades have been most prevalent in the
resources sector. The investment banks says FY15
consensus earnings estimates for the market are
about 2% lower than six months ago – and 6.6%
lower than 12 months ago – dragged down by
resources. Outside the resources stocks, estimate
revisions have been much more benign, and have
actually edged higher recently, helped by the fall in
the A$.
On a median basis (eliminating market-capitalisation
impacts) UBS expects the “typical” stock to post
earnings growth of 6.5% in FY15. While the
resources sector will be the main handicap for
earnings growth this year, UBS expects the bank
sector to be lead in the market’s saddlebags in
FY16.
This year’s themes
UBS says the main themes for reporting season are
likely to include:
1. Sluggish top-line revenue growth, versus
companies’ ongoing efforts to cut costs out of
their businesses;
2. Evidence of tougher competitive conditions in
key sectors, for example Consumer Staples,
where the supermarket giants are slugging it
out, and general insurance, where underlying
margins appear to be peaking;
3. Profit tailwinds from the strong housing sector;
and
4. A first look at how the banking sector
responds to higher regulatory capital
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requirements.
Among the large-cap stocks, UBS says potential
positive surprise candidates are engineering and
infrastructure group Downer, casino operator Echo
Entertainment, retailer Harvey Norman, building
materials company James Hardie (which does
three-quarters of its business outside Australia), real
estate business Mirvac Group and Qantas.
Conversely, potential large-cap negative surprise
candidates include: global supply-chain logistics
leader Brambles, beverage giant Coca Cola Amatil,
online real estate player REA Group, employment
website operator Seek, insurance and banking group
Suncorp and retail-oriented conglomerate
Wesfarmers, owner of Coles, Bunnings, Kmart and
Target.
Companies that did not come out confession season
well – that is, they downgraded earnings expectations
– include Woolworths, Bega Cheese, Flight Centre,
Cardno, Greencross, Metcash, Monash IVF, Oroton,
Primary Health Care, Super Retail Group, Virtus
Health, Sonic Healthcare and South32.
But there were also some companies that gave more
upbeat guidance than expected, for example
Woodside Petroleum, Oil Search, building materials
supplier Boral, apparel group Pacific Brands, Fisher &
Paykel Healthcare, retailer JB Hi-Fi, health insurer
NIB and fuel marketer Caltex Australia.
As always, companies that disappoint the market –
especially with a poor result that has not been
foreshadowed – stand to suffer large share price falls.
In that light, an interesting backdrop about the
imminent reporting season is that Australian
Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) data
shows that 30% of ASX-listed companies have
experienced an increase in the number of their
shares being “shorted” (that is, short-sold) over the
past month. (Professional investors such as hedge
funds short-sell stocks if they expect their prices to
fall.)
Broking firm Morgans reckons the total value of short
positions ahead of the August profit season has hit
$22.9 billion, an increase of more than 50% above
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the same period in 2014 and 2013. Clearly there are
some smart investors expecting some share price
carnage this reporting season.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Same, same but different
by Staff Reporter
The auction market remained strong last week, with
the preliminary clearance rate for the combined
capital cities coming in at 77.7%, compared to 75.4%
last week and 67.9% at the same time last year.

“Since mid-August, Sydney’s auction clearance rate
has been trending downwards, after the city has seen
a record strong performance over the first six months
of the year,” notes CoreLogic RP Data.

Prior to this week, the year to date clearance rate
across the combined capital cities was 76.9%,
according to CoreLogic RP Data.

However Sydney continues to display the best
clearance rate of all the capital cities, with
sub-regions such as Ryde, the Eastern Suburbs, and
the Inner West exceeding 90%.

Weekly clearance rate, combined capital cities

However, the two market heavyweights – Sydney and
Melbourne – are displaying some signs of cooling as
their clearance rates, despite being solid, continue to
trend lower.
Capital city auction statistics (preliminary)

The top sale in Sydney (over the past week) was
located in the North Shore suburb of Hunters Hill.
This five-bedroom, five-bathroom, and three-car
house property went for $6 million.

Sydney
Sydney’s clearance rate increased this week to
82.7% from 79.7% last week, and 75.4% at the same
time last year.
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According to auction results recorded by Australian
Property Monitors, the median sale price across 470
properties sold in Sydney was $980,000.

Australian Property Monitors said that across 431
properties sold in Melbourne, the median property
price was $708,500 – over $270,000 less than
Sydney’s.

Melbourne
This week, Melbourne recorded a preliminary
clearance rate of 76.5% compared to 76.0% last
week, and 68.5% at the same time last year.
Three Melbourne sub-regions had clearance rates
that exceeded 80%, including the Outer East, North
West and North East.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

This four-bedroom, five-bathroom and two-car house
property in Melbourne’s Balwyn North went for $2.93
million dollars.
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